Dynamic Covalent Chemistry of Carbon Dioxide: Opportunities to Address Environmental Issues.
Extraction and purification of basic chemicals from complex mixtures has been a persistent issue throughout the development of the chemical sciences. The chemical industry and academic research have grown over the centuries by following a deconstruction-reconstruction approach, reminiscent of the metabolism process. Chemists have designed and optimized extraction, purification, and transformation processes of molecules from natural deposits (fossil fuels, biomass, ores), in order to reassemble them into complex adducts. These highly selective and cost-effective techniques arose from developments in physical chemistry but also in supramolecular chemistry, long before the term was even coined. Thanks to the extremely diverse toolbox currently available to the scientific community, artificial molecular systems of increasing complexity can be built and integrated into high-technology products. If humanity has proven through the ages how gifted it can be at this deconstruction-reconstruction game, which has transformed the natural world to a human-shaped one, it has been confronted for more than a century by a new challenge: the deconstruction and reconstruction from a new type of deposit, the waste resulting from the mass production of disposable manufactured goods. In this Account, we will explore the potential contribution of controlled molecular and supramolecular self-assembly phenomena to the challenge of selective and efficient capture of valuable target molecules from mixtures found in postconsumer waste. While it may appear paradoxical to add more molecular ingredients to an already compositionally complex system in order to address a purification issue, we will compare the selectivity, yield, and cost of such an atypical procedure with traditional physical techniques. In the context of carbon dioxide capture or release, we will specifically focus on the coupling between this reversible covalent fixation of the gas by amines and an additional chemical equilibrium. This equilibrium may involve covalent or noncovalent bond formation between a supplementary species and either the unloaded reactant or the CO2-loaded product. Thereby, this new reactive species may act as a CO2 capture agonist or antagonist by either thermodynamically favoring the carbamation or decarbamation direction. Indeed, superagonism, the increase of CO2 loading per amine site upon carbamation beyond the theoretical limit of 0.5, can be achieved using tightly bound cationic metal counterions. In all cases, upon binding and adduct formation, a mutual selection process occurs between one member of the CO2-based dynamic combinatorial library and one agonist or antagonist, which can itself be contained in a complex mixture of analogues. If this adduct is the only species that, upon formation, can self-aggregate into a separate solid phase, selection and binding are accompanied by translocation, rendering the purification procedure operationally straightforward. This general strategy, based on a simple design of coupled molecular systems, may easily be implemented within new, disruptive technologies for selective extraction of target molecules, thereby providing a substantial environmental and economic benefit.